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Chapter 61: Bath 

After Yue left, Lei Chen started to expressed his dissatisfaction, and said: “Boss Tiger, why did you give 

Guo Yu to him? You know that I like Guo Yu . Is this not helping an outsider?” 

Tiger Wang looked at Lei Chen, frowned, disappointingly said: “Lei, why did you not understand? Beside 

having fun with women, what other use do they have? What we are lacking are firearms! As long as we 

have the firearms, what women can we not get out hands on? Besides, what about all your other 

women? You have seven women, yet you still aren’t tired of playing around?” 

“Guo Yu is different! Those big butts of her, soft skin, and she is only 13 years old. I haven’t enjoyed such 

high quality girls yet!” Lei Chen continued to complain. 

Tiger Wang frowned, and shouted: “Enough, do not say anymore!” 

Lei Chen suddenly lowered his head, seething in anger, no longer speaking. 

Tiger Wang also loves women, and loves to to enjoy them. But in his eyes, firearms was has a greater 

value than women. He only wanted to expand his own powers, and increasing his territory. Lei Chen is a 

trusted underling of Tiger Wang. Although a little lustful, but he can fight, and is faithful. It’s just that he 

was not very intelligent. 

Chen Yan’s eyes blinked and asked: “Big brother Tiger, do you really intend to give 20% of the firearms 

to him?” 

Tiger Wang asked in reverse: “What do you think?” 

Chen Yan with a face of flattery, said: “I think we should make back-up plans! If he is unscathed after 

getting rid of the four mutated dogs. We will agreed to give him 20% of the firearms, and let him go. If 

he is dead, heh heh! So much the better, we can take all his people and firearms. Ah, big brother Tiger, 

so that is what you had planned! You’re brilliant, to come up with such a move, this little brother really 

admire you! Amazing!” 

Tiger Wang revealed a satisfied smile. Chen Yan was his adviser, not only was he good at flattering, his 

analytical capacity was also good. Tiger Wang thought highly of him. 

Liu Shui led Yue, Guo Yu, and Wang Lan to a room on the 2nd floor of the building. 

While Wang Shuang and Chi yang were in a room next to them. The other members of the team were 

crammed into three rooms on the ground floors. 

In the eyes of Tiger Wang, woman are only an outlet to satiate his lust, and to entice powerful fighters. 

Besides that, they have no other values, consuming even more food . As for gender equality, Tiger Wang 

does not believe in prioritizing the women. 

In the room that Yue was staying in, there was a big jacuzzi. The jacuzzi was filled with steaming hot 

water. Obviously in the past, the owner of this home was definitely a rich man. 



Yue took off his clothes, marching into the jacuzzi. As the steaming hot water surrounded his body, it 

gave him a soothing feeling. 

After Yue recovered from his injuries, he had been tense from being combat ready and fleeing. After 

escaping Lei Jiang City, he has not been able to relax or taken a bath for 3 days. 

Lei Jiang City was about 400km from Long Hai City. This distance, if it was in the past world, would take a 

day to get there. But in this post apocalyptic world, many routes to the Long Hai City were blocked by 

many vehicles. Yue drove for three days, but was only able to make it half way. 

At the time when Yue was in a rare state of relaxation, the bathroom door opened, and two girls 

wrapped in a towel came in. 

The youthful face, Guo Yu went towards Yue, and said: “Master! We are here to attend to your bathing.” 

Yue frowned, and wanted to say no. But after glancing at Guo Yue, somehow he could not say those 

words. 

Guo Yu was wrapped in a white bath towel, in the steamy fog, her youthful face blushing red, with her 

snow white skin.In addition with those rising peaks, it was too seductive to a man. This was a woman 

with a pure and enchanting body. 

As Yue sat in silence, the two women; Guo Yu and Wang Lan, entered the jacuzzi. One behind was 

behind him and the other in front. 

Wang Lan sat behind Yue, hugging him with her ample bosom. She’s awared that she cannot match Guo 

Yu, so she used her boy to please Yue. 

Guo Yu was sitting in front of Yue, her face bright red feeling full of shame. She was a gift that Tiger 

Wang used to woo an expert fighter. She has not been touched by a man, asking her to take the 

initiative to please a man was not something she could normally do. 

Hesitating for a moment, Guo Yu trembling hand reached towards Yue beneath the water. 

Yue seeing Guo Yu’s appearance, couldn’t help but shouted: “Wait a minute!” 

Guo Yu was startled, turning paled. She then rush to captured Yue’s *****, and fearfully said: “Master! 

This slave will make you happy! Will satisfied you. Please don’t kick me out! Don’t push me away!!” 

Tiger Wang methods are cruel, with his strict rules. Guo Yu has already seen the miserable fate of those 

women, she did not want to become a part of those female zombies. 

“I’m not kicking you out!” Yue reached out, capturing Guo Yu hand, pushing it to the side, and said 

aloud: “I have something to ask you.” 

Guo Yu let out a sigh of relief and said: “Master, please ask.” 

In this moment, Guo Yu felt waves of sorrow. Before the end of the world, she was like a star; a little 

princess surrounded by myriad pet set collections. But now because of a man’s word, she had felt 

delighted and fear. 

Yue suddenly asked: “What kind of past does Tiger Wang have, do you know?” 



Guo Yu thought for a while, organized her thought, and said: “Boss Tiger … …” 

From the lips of Guo Yu, Yue learned about Tiger Wang’s history. 

In the past, Tiger Wang was one of the leaders of a gang in Lei Jiang City. After the end of the world, he 

then fled Lei Jiang City in a vehicle with several of his brothers. 

In the process of fleeing Le Jiang City, Tiger Wang met the armed police force that was escorting the 

leaders of Lei Jiang City. 

Tiger Wang mixed in with these survivors, seeing his chance, he led his brothers to seize the firearms 

from those armed police force. Amidst the fighting between the police force and zombies, he took the 

opportunity to kill the police force. Taking the survivors and fleeing to Always Bright Village. 

After entering Always Bright Village, Tiger Wang aggressively searched for survivors. The men that 

trusted him was included in the armed force. The beautiful women were picked by him and brothers for 

pleasure. Those that displease Tiger Wang were thrown into the henhouse for the other militants to 

enjoyed. 

If those militants accomplished great merits, Tiger Wang would give them a beautiful woman as private 

property. The militant’s meals were also the best, so the armed forces were composed of Tiger Wang’s 

most loyal militants. 

 

  

Chapter 62: Conversation in the Night 

Lei Chen was Tiger Wang number one henchmen that was notorious in Lei Jiang City. He is Tiger Wang 

trusted henchmen, and still following Tiger Wang. 

Zhang Xiang and Chen Yan were the talented people that Tiger Wang recruited among the survivors. 

Zhang Xiang was a gang leader of five or six men when he was recruited by Tiger Wang. 

The Chen Si that blocked Yue’s way on the road junction is the cousin of Chen Yan. When Chen Yan was 

recruited by Tiger Wang, he also had seven or eight men under him. 

Tiger Wang doesn’t mind talking about his past, so that is why Guo Yu dared to talk about his past. 

Guo Yu was captured by Tiger Wang after he seized the power from the police force. 

Among the women survivors, those that Tiger Wang were interested in, Guo Yu was the only one that he 

had not touched yet. If Yu did not appear, Tiger Wang would used Guo Yu to entice some other powerful 

fighter. 

In addition to Guo Yu, Tiger Wang also had several other beautiful virgin girls. These girls were the one 

he keep to entice powerful masters. Tiger Wang had enjoyed enough virgins. However, he preferred 

mature women that know how to serve rather than virgins that know nothing. 



“This bandit leader is really insightful!” Yue’s hands was kneading the plump and elastic pare of breasts, 

while quietly thinking.[Translator: The author put yùtù which is jade rabbit. I’m not familiar with this. I’m 

pretty sure he means breast. Anyone familiar with this euphemism? Seems like Yue is a man after all lol.] 

As Guo Yu was explaining Tiger Wang’s history, she was unconsciously surrounded by Yue’s arms, 

allowing this man to touch her. 

Yue is only an ordinary man, he also likes beautiful women. However, after the end of the world, he had 

to restrained his desired. He did not touch the girls because of moral constraints and because he had to 

protect them. Guo Yu was youthful, beautiful, charming, and was given to him by Tiger Wang. Guo Yu 

also did not show any objection, so he did not restricts his own desires. 

“Yue, what are you doing!” At the moment when Yue was about to kiss Guo Yu’s lips, a petite figure 

came rushing towards Yue and shouted angrily. [Translator Note: lol, he got cockblock. Poor guy] 

Yue looked up and found that the petite figure is Lu Wen. 

Seeing Lu Wen, Yue unconsciously felt a sense of panic. However, his face was unchanged, and slowly 

said: “Why did you come in?” 

Lu Wen seeing that Yue was embracing Guo Yu in the jacuzzi, she was jealous, angry and frustrated. Her 

eyes were red and filled with tears, as if a wife that just caught her husband cheating on her, her eyes 

red, with tears in her eyes as if to see a husband who cheated on his wife, shouted loudly: “Yue, how are 

worthy of me when you do this?” 

Yue calmly said: “Wen Wen, you go out outside and wait for me, I need to talk to you. ” 

Lu Wen after hearing Yue’s words, left the room in anger. 

“Master, she is your girlfriend?” Guo Yu looked at Lu Wen, her eyes flashing a hint of hatred. She hated 

Lu Wen, because as a woman, why she have to give up her dignity to serve a man, and had to work 

together with another woman to do such shameless things. While Lu Wen was like a princess, losing her 

temper like a little kid. 

Yue smiled and sighed: “I don’t know.” 

Yue had always treated Lu Wen like a sister. In Lei Jiang City, Lu Wen had confessed to him, so he had 

started to look at her as a woman. Even now, he did not know whether he loves her or not. At the time 

of when they travelled to Long Hai City, Yue did not have time to think about those things. 

In no mood to continued playing with Guo Yu, Yue washed his body and left the room. 

Lu Wen sat angrily on the bed, once she saw that Yue was coming, she immediately turned her head to 

the side. She was too angry. 

Yue sat across from Lu Wen, with Guo Yu and Wang Lan standing behind him. 

Yue looked at Lu Wen, eyes full of love: “Wen Wen, you know I always look upon you as a sister. Even 

now, I love you as my sister. As a brother to his sister, I will always take care of you.” 

As the words came, Yue began to relax. 



After listening to Yue’s words, Lu Wen’s angry face began to change. She threw herself into Yue’s arm 

while crying and said: “Big brother Yue! I don’t want be your sister. I want to be your girl. I know that 

was wrong, I will not get angry and jealous at you again, nor oppose your contact with other women. Big 

brother Yue, you can’t abandon me, now that I have only one person I can rely on. If you don’t want me, 

I don’t know what to live for.” 

The world has changed, Lu Wen has seen how cruel and frightful the world the can be. Especially after 

arriving at Always Bright Village, the cruelty in this post apocalyptic world has been laid bare to her. 

Without Yue’s protection, she did not know how she would survive in this cruel world. 

Yue seeing that Lu Wen was crying so much in his arms, his heart began to soften, and gently patted her 

on the back: “All right! All right! I will not abandon you, Wen Wen. I just want to love you as a sister. And 

I am not as great as you think. I’m just an ordinary man, not worthy of your love.” 

Seeing Yue comfort Lu Wen, Guo Yu and Wang Lan eyes were full of envy. 

Lu Wen is an important person to him, which is why he would carefully explain to her. Guo Yu on the 

other hand, he was attracted by her beauty, and had no special feelings or concerns about each other’s 

thoughts. 

In this Always Bright Village, Tiger Wang and his men does not see women as people. They just see them 

as a tool to get relief. Zhang Xiang was more perverted, he likes to torture women, and train them like 

an animal. All the women are afraid of falling into the hands of Zhang Xiang. In this post apocalyptic 

world, to be protected and respected by a strong man like Yue, is a kind of happiness. 

Lu Wen with a pair of watery eyes, looked at Yue, and boldly said: “But I don’t want to be your sister. I 

really don’t want to. Big brother Yue, I love you, I love you. I want you to be my man! Except for you, no 

one else will do.” 

Before the end of the world, Lu Wen was a very bold and enthusiastic girl, daring to always say wild 

things. In this post apocalyptic, without her parents’ control, she feared for the future, and was more 

emboldened at this moment. Of course, in the past, even though she likes Yue, she would not be so bold 

and enthusiastic to confess to him. 

Yue held Lu Wen, remembering when Lu Wen took care of him when he was seriously injured. His heart 

soften, and softly said: “All Right! All right! All right! From today on, you are my girlfriend.” 

Just after Yue said this, a valiant and handsome figure flashed in his mind. 

Lu Wen stopped crying while holding Yue, laughed and said: “Hey Hey! Big brother Yue, that’s what you 

said! From now on, I am genuinely your girlfriend. No matter how many women you have, they have to 

call me big sister!” 

 

  

Chapter 63: Whipping 

After finished speaking, Lu Wen also took a look at Guo Yu. 



Lu Wen was also a beauty, her figure was fuller than girls her age. However, compared to Guo Yu, she 

was still a bit lacking. Guo Yu’s skin is white and youthful, her bosom very full, and had a lovely baby 

face. Truly an example of a youthful virgin. Seeing Guo Yu, it put a lof of pressure on Lu Wen. 

Wang Lan was ignored by Lu Wen, she intuitively felt Wang Lan was not her rival, and so was not a 

threat to her at all. 

Sensing that Lu Wen was looking at her, Guo Yu lowered her head. In these last dozens of days of 

experiences had made her mature. In the past, she would definitely glared back at Lu Wen, and give Lu 

Wen a good look. Now she can only lower her head to avoid aggravating Lu Wen. Currently, she is no 

longer the Mayor’s daughter, but a woman with a fate where she can’t even control her own body. She 

was now a pitiful woman just like some commodity that can given away. 

Yue patted Lu Wen on the back, comforting her and said: “Good! They will listen to you.” 

Lu Wen finally stopped crying, smiling toward the Yue, and like a spoiled child, said: “I want to sleep in 

here tonight.” 

Yue was hold Lu Wen, smiled and said: “Okay!” 

Lu Wen was contented sleeping next to Yue, while Guo Yu slept on Yue’s right side. Wang Lan was curled 

up at the corner of the big bed. 

The next day, Yue and his party went to the dining hall. 

Breakfast was boxed milk, hot white steamed buns, and pork sausages. 

Chen Yao and the girls only got the gruels with wild vegetables. Looking at the gruels, all the girls were 

nauseous. Even though they were hungry all night, they still didn’t want to eat that disgusting gruel. 

At the table, Tiger Wang looked at Yue, laughed and said: “Little brother Yue, last night was fun right! HA 

HA!” 

Yue said with smile: “Thanks to Boss Tiger’s generosity yesterday, I did sleep well.” 

Last night, even though Yue did not do anything with the three women, but holding Lu Wen and Guo Yu 

while sleeping all night, it was not bad. 

While eating, Zhang Xiang looked at Yue with poisonous eyes, then lowered his head to eat the steamed 

buns and pork sausages. 

Lei Chen looked at Yue with jealousy and hate, he wanted to enjoy Guo Yu for a long time, but had not 

succeeded. Now that Yue had enjoyed it first, he was filled jealousy and hate for Yue. 

Chen Yan carefully looked at Yue, eyes flashing, with his thoughts unknown. 

Yue looked at Tiger Wang, and said: “Boss Tiger, are we going to the arsenal today?” 

Seeing Yue so energetic, Tiger Wang couldn’t help but pause a moment before saying: “No rush! Our 

brothers had just went out and performed the tasks, they are too tired, and need to rest for two days. 

Two days after, we will set off to the arsenal. These two days, you should take your time and relax 

here.” 



After the militants go out to performed a task, they will relax for two days, this is a rule that was set in 

Always Bright Village. In the outside world, there is constant danger of dying. Tiger Wang’s men have the 

Type 81 rifle and Type 79 submachine guns to deal with ordinary zombies. Ordinary zombiers are not a 

problem, but if it was S1 zombies, they would be killed. Under the tremendous pressure of dying any 

time, if they are not allowed to relax, those militants would revolt. 

In fact, among the survivors that Tiger Wang gathered, many had committed suicide because of the 

bleak future. 

Yue nodded, then stood up and went outside. 

Seing that Yue stood up, Tiger Wang said: “Little brother Yue, since you don’t want to join us. Starting 

from today, you must used your own supplies for food and drink. We cannot treat you like today.” 

Every bit of supplies in this post apocalyptic world is hard to come by. Yue’s group has more than 10 

people, even just eating the gruels, they would eat a lot. Tiger Wang naturally was reluctant to let Yue 

freeload off of him. 

“I understand Boss Tiger!” 

Yue after finishing the sentence, along with Chi Yang and Wang Shuang, left the dining hall. He had a 

Dongfeng truck full of supplies, if provisioned carefully, it was not a problem for more than a dozen 

people to eat over half a month. 

After leaving the dining hall, Yue saw the women around the big pot of gruel, none of them were eating 

it. Guo Yu and Wang Lan as Tiger Wang’s women did not have to worry about food and clothing. Even 

they could not eat that rancid gruel. 

Zhang Xin walked toward Yue with a bitter face and said: “Yue, we should leave immediately! This place 

is not a place for people to stay.” 

Wang Fang also looked at Yue anxiously, and asked “Yes! Yue, how long do we have to stay here?” 

The environment here was suffocating the women. More than 10 women crowded into a small room, 

and their food was worse than dog food before the end of the world. Chen Yao’s previously had a pet 

dog, the dog food that her dog ate was better than the rancid gruel. 

Yue in a deep voice, said: “Three days, we would have to stay here for at least 3 days!” 

Yue was able to get many firearms from searching the police station, but he did not have a lot of 

ammunitions. He carefully hoarded up ammunitions, and did not want to use it so casually. If he was 

able to find an arsenal, he could have enough bullets to improve his shooting skills. If he was able to 

master more combat skills, it would be easier to survive in this post apocalyptic world. 

Zhang Xin’s complexion changed greatly, and said: “Three days, you can’t get us out of here right now? I 

don’t want to stay in this damn place even a minute more.” 

The other women also looked at Yue, they wanted to get out of this place. 

Yue frowned, looking over at Guo Yu and Wang Lan on one side. He didn’t think that Zhang Xin would be 

so stupid as to ask these questions in front of unknown people. 



Zhang Xin did not truly experienced the end of the world, and was rather naive. Subtlety was not her 

forte. So she wasn’t guarded against Guo Yu and Wang Lan. 

“We can! I can take you out of here.” 

Yue’s words made the girls happy, and then his next words crushed their hopes: “However, beside me, 

Chi Yang, Ji Qing Wu, Chen Yao, and Lu Wen, even half of you surviving is amazing.” 

At this moment, a pleading voice came from the gate: “Don’t beat me! Don’t beat me, I’m pleading you, 

don’t beat me!” 

Attracted by the sound, Yue and his party walked out. 

Outside, Chen Si was holding a whip. He was whipping a woman that was curled up into a ball holding 

her face while on the ground. 

Surrounding Chen Si was six or seven militants, and seven or eight hungry looking men. 

 

  

Chapter 64: Steamed Bun 

Tiger had guns, but not much ammo. The gunmen he selected were all able-bodied men that dared to 

fight zombies. Among the survivors, there were also some men who didn’t dare fight. They were only 

good for digging up wild vegetables and grass to eat. They were of the lowest social status. 

Yue Zhong saw a woman on the ground who had been whipped. He wrinkled his brows and asked: 

“What’s the matter?” 

“Ah, Yue Zhang!” Chen Si gave her a whipping. He laughed and said to Yue Zhang as he walked up: “It’s 

no big deal. This dirty whore, her hands have been dirtied. She stole a steamed bun to eat. She was 

caught red-handed and dragged out to receive punishment. Let these guys see what happens.” 

At that time the girl curled up on the floor receiving the whip was endlessly begging on the floor with an 

extremely piercing sound. 

The women at Yue Zhong’s side couldn’t bear it. 

Guo Yu and Wang Lan looked at the girl curled up on the ground, dread flashed in their eyes. They didn’t 

want to become that type of pitiful person. 

Zhang Xin standing by Yue Zhong’s side couldn’t help but blurt out: “It was only a steam bun, do you 

have to go this far?” 

Chen Si’s eyebrow raised up. He irately said to Zhang Xin: “Us men are speaking, You women dare 

interrupt? Looking to get whipped?” 

Chen Si had a heavy murderous aura. Zhang Xin was frightened by him, retreating back a couple of 

steps, not daring to say anything else. 



Chen Si looked at Yue Zhong and imparted some teaching on women: “Yue Zhong, You have amazing 

skill, but you are still lacking skill in the training women. Right now what are the ways of the world? 

Women, need to be beaten to make them honest and docile. We are on the outside fighting to death 

seeking food to raise them, they fret about at home all worried. Among daddy’s women, there is one 

who was a venture capitalist. She was unwilling with daddy at the time, always complaining, and being 

insolent. After getting beaten several times, she is like a trained dog, licking daddy’s feet.” 

[TL: Yes, Chen Si actually refers to himself in the third person. Guys who think they are BA in china refer 

to themselves as “老子” which literally means father/daddy, but they use it arrogantly to mean 

something like “I’m the man.”] 

Listening to Chen Si’s advice on women to Yue Zhong, in addition to the women standing at his side, Ji 

Qingwu, Chen Yao, and Lu Wen’s faces all became extremely ugly. 

Among this team, Yue Zhong’s military force was superior. Chi Yang was also Yue Zhong’s diehard 

follower. He really wanted to change Chen Si’s appearance (TL: for the worse). Hardly any women were 

able to resist his violation. In the final age of this crumbling worlds order, they really didn’t know how 

Yue Zhong would react. 

These women continuously received Yue Zhongs support at the end of this world. Although they all 

knew the the world changed requiring strong people providing safety. But they never thought the 

outside world would become this dreadful. The deep darkness hiding in some men’s hearts 

unexpectedly exploded forth with the end of the world’s arrival. 

Ji Qingwu and Chen Yao had only fought alongside Yue Zhongs side. They never expected beforehand 

they would run across these mad thugs on the way to Lei Jiang City. They knew several people’s minds 

started to warp into madness in some parts of the world. 

Yue Zhong’s silence didn’t interrupt Chen Si’s interests. 

“Carry her into the Henhouse!” 

[TL: Henhouse, AKA brothel] 

“Right, send her to the Henhouse!” 

The gunman was tired of beating her, finally stopping his hand. The gunman to the side gathered her. 

The women In Always Bright Village were split into five types. The first type were the most young and 

beautiful women. They were divided up among the four chiefs strictly for their personal enjoyment. The 

second type were the women shared among all of the gunmen. Tiger also awarded women to gunmen 

for great service. These women were those gunmen’s private property. Not even the head boss could 

use them. The third type were the women in always bright village who searched for vegetables, caught 

fish, raised chickens, and raised pigs. These women were able to receive moldy food to stay alive. The 

gunmen weren’t able to lightly handle these women. The fourth type were the wives of the Always 

Bright villagers. Tiger also didn’t let the gunmen mess with these women as they pleased. But Always 

Bright villagers also had to contribute to the daily vegetables and grass tax. The fifth type were the 

Henhouse women. All of the gunmen were able to do as they pleased with them, and their status was 

the lowest. 



At this time, an approximately 30+ year old man rushed into the group. He knelt before the gunmen, 

unceasingly bowing his head before the crowd: “Please no!! Please no! Uncles, I’m begging your 

approval! I don’t want to send my wife to the Henhouse!! I’m kneeling and begging before you! She 

really is starving! I’m begging you all please release my wife!” 

Chen Si’s eyes flashed a light. He walked into the crowd. He kicked the 30+ year old vegetable picker 

onto the ground, coldly saying: “For thieves, women get sent to the Henhouse! Men get their hands cut 

off and thrown outside the village. This is the rule big brother Tiger established. There aren’t any 

exceptions to the rules. Da Gou, even if you bow your head, there’s no use.” 

[TN: he is called Da Gou which also means big dog. It think it is his name and not a title, but calling a 

person a dog in China is also an insult.] 

Da gou crawled on his knees repeatedly bowing his head before Chen Si until his head started to leak 

blood. He painfully implored: “Brother Si, Grandpa Si, I’m begging you, give your approval! Don’t send 

my wife to the Henhouse! I guarantee, she didn’t dare, she wouldn’t dare again. I’m begging you!” 

Chen Si immediately took his 81 rifle and put it to Da Gou’s head. He evilly said: “Scram! or Die!” 

The woman curled up on the ground weakly spoke: “Gou…… quickly leave!” 

All of the gunmen in Always Bright village were malicious. Not only did they dare to fight zombies, but 

they also didn’t hesitate to kill people. All of the “thorns in the side” of Always Bright village were shot 

on the spot by the Gunmen. 

Da Gou kneeled on the ground, wailing: “Ah Ying…… I’m sorry! Ah Ying……! 

Chen Si coldly said: “Drag her away!” 

Two gunmen soon after obscenely smiled towards the crumpled up woman on the ground and walked 

over. 

This cold sight made the brought forth chilliness and sympathy from the women’s hearts. They were 

fools like flowers in a greenhouse experiencing for the first time this world’s cruelty and terror. 

Ji Qingwu’s face changed color, a cold light flashed. Her fists tightened, she couldn’t help but to take a 

step forward. 

Yue Zhong also took a step forward. Stopped Ji Qingwu’s body and opened his mouth: “Slowly!” 

Chen Si turned his eye upon Yue Zhong: “Yue Zhong, this is a Always Bright village interior matter. You 

want to interfere?” 

The seven gunmen surrounding Chen Si all placed their hand on their guns. They glared at him like a 

tiger watching its prey. 

Six gunmen also gathered at the rear of Yue Zhong. They took a couple steps back and looked upon Yue 

Zhong like a big enemy. 

Yue Zhong’s bravery had already been spread around. These gunmen were all afraid of Yue Zhong. 

However they still maintained self control and didn’t point their guns at Yue Zhong. 



The women at Yue Zhongs side were all extremely scared. If both sides clashed, they were afraid few 

people would survive. 

 

  

Chapter 65: Da Gouzi 

Yue Zhong waved his hand. He threw a type 54 gun containing six bullets to Chen Si: “My meaning 

wasn’t to interfere with your Always Bright Village matters. I only want to do a business transaction with 

you. I’ll buy her. Is this enough?” 

Chen Si grabbed the 54 type pistol happily. He waved his hand: “Yes! Yes! Release her!” 

The power of tiger wasn’t lacking, but there were few guns and ammunition. Their entire amount of 

guns they had didn’t even number to fifty. A type 54 pistol was worth a substantial amount. Trading it 

for a useless woman was a rare opportunity. 

Possessing this 54 pistol, Chen Si had enough to hand over to Tiger, and it was enough to attain some 

material rewards. 

The two gunmen soon after relaxed their hands and let go of that pitiful woman. 

“Yingzi!! Yingzi!!” Da Gouzi ran over to that woman named Yingzi crying out tears. 

Chen Si walked over in front of Yue Zhong and smiled saying: “Yue Zhong, Our Henhouse still has dozens 

of women. Do you want?! I’ll give two women to you for a 54 pistol, four women for a 79 submachine 

gun. I’ll trade a woman for twenty 54 pistol bullets, or forty submachine gun bullets. What do you 

think?” 

In Always bright village, beautiful women had a little bit of worth, but ordinary women didn’t carry much 

value. 

Yue Zhong directly refused saying: “No!” 

From this situation Yue Zhong ascertained ammunition was limited. He couldn’t give that precious 

military force and use for other related people. 

Chen Xi smiled and walked towards the Henhouse: “Go stroll around the village, I’m going to relax.” 

“This isn’t a government assembled place. Please control your impulses, otherwise many people could 

get killed. The people close to you also could get killed because of your impulses.” Yue Zhong walked 

over to Ji Qingwu’s side, dropped his head and whispered into her ear. A whiff of Ji Qingwu’s scent 

entered into his nose. 

Yao looked at Yue Zhong and grinded her teeth: “I KNOW!” 

Da Gouzi grabbed his wife and kneeled down in front of Yue Zhong: “Yingzi, come bow down before this 

man. He saved you!” 



Da Gouzi’s age although about a generation older than Yue Zhong, in this time whoever has ability is the 

Big Brother. Da Gouzi called all the gunmen in Always bright village older brother, as not to offend 

anyone. 

Yingzi kneeled before Yue Zhong eagerly bowing her head: “Thank you big brother Yue!” 

The Henhouse was the hell of Always Bright village. Almost every day a woman couldn’t bear the 

torment and died. That wasn’t a place people could stay. Yingzi sincerely appreciated Yue Zhong. 

Yue Zhong casted an eye at Yingzi. She was approximately 30+ years old. Her body was ordinary with an 

average appearance. Her complexion was somewhat yellow, just an ordinary village woman. 

Yue Zhong said: “Get up!” 

Da Gouzi helped Yingzi stand up. 

Yue Zhong withdrew a biscuit from his pocket and gave it to Da Gouzi: “How about you take me around 

the village!” 

Da Gouzi received the biscuit; his face smiled from end to end, continuously expressing thanks: “Thank 

you big brother! Thank you big brother! I’m familiar with always bright village, I’ll certainly take you 

around.” 

Taking that biscuit and adding a little water to make a paste, then mixing in some vegetables, would be 

enough for Da Gouzi to feed his family for two days. 

At this time Lu Wen came by, grabbed Yue Zhong’s clothes and said: “Big Brother Yue Zhong, my tummy 

is hungry! We should eat then walk around!” 

That maize gruel of wild herbs isn’t something people eat. Lu Wen and the women hadn’t eaten 

anything. They were already hungry enough for two whole meals. 

Yue Zhong said: “Okay! Da Gouzi, wait a moment, meet me at the public square later!” 

Da Gouzi repeatedly nodded, and helped his wife go home: “Understood, big brother Yue!” 

On the Always Bright village streets, everyone was watching Yue Zhong’s party. They were measuring up 

these new residents to Always Bright village. 

Zhang Xin and the women generously gave their food to the children of Always Bright village yesterday. 

Quickly a crowd of children crowded behind the women and yelled: “Beautiful big sisters, I’m begging 

you give us something to eat! We’re hungry!” 

Zhang Xin courteously said: “I have none! I don’t have anything to eat on me! I really have nothing!” 

How could these village children believe that. They surrounded Zhang Xin and Lu Wen begging without 

end: “Beautiful big sisters, please give us something to eat! We’re Hungry!” 

Seeing these children, Yue Zhong’s eyebrows wrinkled. 

Chi Yang standing by Yue Zhong’s side pulled out his 54 pistol and pointed it at the children, coldly 

saying: “scram!” 



Seeing Chi Yang being fierce like this, pulling out his pistol, these Always Bright village children scattered 

with fear. They weren’t afraid of the generous women, but they were afraid of these ruthless gunmen 

without limit. 

Seeing these children disperse, Zhang Xin’s heart relaxed. She looked at Chi Yang and raised an eyebrow: 

“Chi Yang, why did you do that? They are all little children. Frightening them is okay, but why did you 

have to bring out the gun?” 

Yue Zhong’s eyebrows wrinkled, he walked forward and slapped Zhang Xin across the face. 

Zhang Xin felt cheated by Yue Zhong’s attack. She scrunched up her pretty face and said in disbelief: 

“You hit me! You unexpectedly hit me.” 

“Correct! I hit you! If not for your kindness bullshit, we wouldn’t be bothered by those children. You 

generously gave our things to other people just like that. I didn’t tell you to do that. But Chi Yang helped 

you out of this situation, and you said things to him you shouldn’t say. Please watch your mouth! Next 

time I hear you speak like this to my brother, I’ll ask you to leave our group!” Yue Zhong stared at Zhang 

Xin, rattling off his words. Chi Yang helped with good intentions. Zhang Xing still spoke indiscriminate 

remarks. He couldn’t stand by. 

Words can also hurt people, and sometimes words can cut deeper than a knife. Yue Zhong’s was 

committed to complete his promise of escorting these girls to Long Hai city’s survivor camp. He could’ve 

gone earlier with Chi Yang, Lu wen, and Wang Shuang to rush to Nanning to seek his family. Out of the 

goodness of his heart he was helping, yet still getting scolded. Yue Zhong didn’t have that kind of holy 

disposition. 

Zhang Xin’s eyes turned red. She bowed her head and tears flowed out. Although she couldn’t compare 

with the beautiful Yuan Ying and Chen Yao. She still had a better than average face. In college quite a 

few men pursued her, but this was the first time she had ever endured being hit by a man. 

Without paying attention to the crying Zhang Xin, yue Zhong walked over to the Dong Feng truck. 

Wang Shuang, Chi Yang, Lu Wen, Guo Yu, and Wang Lan followed closely behind Yue Zhong. 

 

  

Chapter 66: Survivor Instinct 

The other women also followed behind Yue Zhong, Ji Qingwu, and Chi Yang. Seeing Always Bright 

Village’s situation, these women started to really understand this world’s savageness, as well as the 

rarity of people like Yue Zhong. 

Zhang Li was the only woman who stayed behind and walked over to Zhang Xin’s side saying: “Zhang 

Xin, Yue Zhong and them are already not bad! They have already been good to us. Don’t nitpick like this 

later on. I know what you said wasn’t wrong. But the present is different from the past, order has 

already collapsed. Zombies are everywhere. Look, no one here has enough to eat. They kill someone 

over a steamed bun. Yue Zhong and Chi Yang risk their lives searching for goods so that we won’t be 

hungry for a day. You aren’t satisfied and complain, saying it’s not enough. Think about it!” 



Finished speaking, Zhang Li also headed towards Yue Zhong’s direction. She didn’t feel the least bit safe 

away from Yue Zhong’s side in this village. 

“Wait for me!” Zhang Xin saw she was the only one left behind. Her heart became dreadful. Not daring 

to stay there and cry, she hastily chased them. 

Yue Zhong’s goods were placed in the Dong Feng truck, no one dared mess with it. If anyone robbed the 

truck and Tiger discovered, it would be their end. They’d be fed to zombies! Tiger did things in a big way. 

On the sides of the Dong Feng truck he stationed two gunmen. 

Seeing Yue Zhong’s people came to get supplies, these gunmen didn’t obstruct. 

Entering the truck, all the women grabbed the bread and boxed milk and wolfed it down. 

Guo Yu also grabbed bread and a box of milk and ate in small bites. This is the best breakfast she had 

eaten in Always Bright village. 

On account of Tiger’s restrictions, Guo yu and Wang Lan could eat until they were full, but the majority 

of what they ate was steamed buns and wild vegetables. There wasn’t any of the things they wanted to 

eat. Only Tiger’s women were able to occasionally taste meat dishes. As far as milk, that was a luxury 

good. Only the four big chiefs and a few leaders could drink it. The women couldn’t partake. 

Guo Yu in one bite ate bread, and another drank milk. Her heart brimmed with satisfaction. 

“I never thought bread and a box of cancer causing milk could make me this satisfied!” Guo Yu thought 

with sorrow in her heart. 

[TL: China has a reputation for bad milk products in general. There’s even a large market for foreign 

baby milk because they don’t trust local producers. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2008_Chinese_milk_scandal] 

Before the end of the world, Guo Yu wouldn’t even glance at this trash bread. She absolutely wouldn’t 

drink anything but imported organic milk. Right now bread and a box of milk made her feel extremely 

satisfied. She could only lament the environment was able to change mankind. 

Guo Yu ate bread and drank milk and measured up Yue Zhong at the same time: “I need to take 

advantage of this man and put him firmly in my hands.” 

Guo Yu was extremely afraid of once again falling back into the the hands of the four chiefs of Always 

Bright village. She needed to find a strong person to rely on and find shelter. Yue Zhong was able to grab 

Tiger’s attention, and he also had the skill to find so much food. Obviously Yue Zhong was her ideal 

strong man. As far as love, she saw a beautiful woman thrown to the zombies to die by tiger. When that 

beautiful woman’s husband was begging for shelter before Tiger, Guo Yu already gave up on expecting 

love. 

The situation had changed mankind. The originally innocent, and only sometimes rebellious and bold 

Guo Yu started having schemes. 

Yue Zhong took inventory of the goods on the Dong Feng truck. Shortly after finishing, he said to the 

women: “Starting today, We need to implement a food distribution system. You can’t eat as you please 

like in the past!” 



On the road, due to the supplies being sufficient, Yue Zhong didn’t restrict the women’s food and drink 

supplies. This was the first time implementing rations. 

The women’s hearts had some conflict and doubt, but Yue Zhong just finished reprimanding Zhang Xin. 

The other women didn’t dare disobey Yue Zhong and became silent. 

Just at that time, Ji Qingwu opened her mouth and asked: “Why?” 

Among the women, only Ji Qingwu, Lu Wen, and Chen Yao were able to speak equally with Yue Zhong. 

Yue Zhong explained: “We’ve used up a lot of supplies on the road, yet we haven’t searched for any 

supplies. Right now, we have to give Tiger half of our supplies. The shortest time we will stay at Always 

Bright Village is three days. After leaving Always Bright Village, we still have to reach Longhai City 

without knowing how it will take, and we also don’t know what will happen on the road. I want 

sufficient supplies to respond to events that could occur.” 

Yue Zhong knew Ji Qingwu was also helping the other women ask, for that reason he answered 

extremely clearly. 

Two Dong Feng trucks have a lot of supplies, and Tiger wanted to take one. Yue Zhong and the rest 

would be left with one. Their party had more than ten people. If they din’t have food rations, and still let 

everyone pig out, he was afraid the supplies wouldn’t last long. 

Recieving Yue Zhong’s explanation, their hearts slowly relaxed. 

Several supplies were also hiding in Yue Zhong’s storage ring, but that was his emergency stash. He 

would only use it as a last resort. 

Yue Zhong Said: “From today, during our stay in Always Bright Village, we will cook food. The fighting 

force will receive three three bowls of rice each meal, two slices of lunch meat, and a piece of ham 

sausage. The labor force will receive two bowls of rice each meal and half a piece of ham sausage. The 

non-laborers will receive one bowl of rice each meal.” 

On the Dong Feng truck, they arranged several pouches of rice and used the rice cooker to to measure 

out an amount that would be enough to eat similar to the packaged food. 

This time Ji Qingwu didn’t speak again. She knew the current situation wasn’t very good. If there was no 

leftover food to respond to dire situations, as soon as a situation occurred there would be trouble. For 

instance if they had to stay in Always Bright Village without any supplies stored up, the consequences 

would be unbearable. 

Ji Qingwu didn’t voice any opposition, and the other women didn’t dare say anything. That’s how this 

matter went down. 

Quickly Da Gouzi came to the public square. Seeing the group eating bread and drinking milk, he choked 

down his saliva. He extremely respectfully said: “Brother Yue! I’m here!” 

Yue Zhong casually threw his bread package and milk box into the trash can and said: “Okay. Let’s go!” 

Da Gouzi tenaciously started at the black trash back at Yue Zhong’s side. He said to Yue Zhong: “Big 

Brother Yue, can you give this to me?” 



“Okay! But what are you going to do with it?” Yue Zhong gave the trash bag to Da Gouzi, and asked him 

not understanding. 

The other women also strangely looked over at Da Gouzi. 

Da Gouzi’s face proudly showed his survival instinct: “Those packages still have some crumbs in them. 

The milk boxes can be cut open, and could still have milk remaining.” 

Hearing Da Gouzi’s words, these women all had a burst of sadness. 

Yue Zhong curiously asked: “Da Gouzi, aren’t you in a farm village? How are you lacking food?” 

 

  

Chapter 67: Entangled 

In the City, ordinary families have several days or even ten days worth of food storage. Always Bright 

Village is a rural village. They should have stockpiled even more. Yue Zhong had heard the villages 

around them, the families normally saved a full year of supplies . 

Da Gouzi bitterly laughed: “Our village does agricultural tourism, specializing in hosting outside 

travelers. In the village there are some privately raised pigs, chicken, and fish. However every family had 

a little saved. The day the whole world suddenly spawned zombies, they bit several people. Everyone 

either fled or went into hiding.” 

“Later on Big Brother Tiger and the rest came. They cleared out village zombies, but the provisions, pigs, 

and chickens of the village were all snatched away by them. When we ran no one carried much food. 

There was no method to do so. We are only able to dig up some vegetables and grass to live a meager 

existence.” 

Yue Zhong pointed at the surrounding farmland: “Why not seed there? You only need to plant a few 

seeds, after a couple months you can collect a some food.” 

There were only women and children searching for vegetables on the fields outside the village. There 

weren’t any poeple cultivating the land. Continuing on like this was out of the question. Only relying on 

reserves, even if they have a mountain stored up, eventually they will starve. 

If there wasn’t anyone assigned to plowing, just the food problem was enough to make people have an 

endless headache. 

Da Gouzi bitterly laughed: “Big brother Tiger bought seeds from the nearby supplier, but those seeds 

were planted a while ago. They’ve yet to germinate.” 

Yue Zhong’s heart sank. If there was no way to resolve the issue of planting seeds, then mankind’s 

future plight will become more and more difficult. There are many food and supplies scattered all 

around, but every time they are use there’s less. Furthermore after a while the food will start to mold, 

and the amount of edible food will become even less. 

Yue Zhong threw out the doubting thoughts in his mind, going towards the other places in the village. 



In that village, except for the gunmen, everyone looked famished without light in their eyes, the same as 

a walking corpse. Their eyes couldn’t see a thread of hope. 

Several men and women both young and old searched for vegetables and grass they could use. 

The group of children that bothered Zhang Xin were all running around the field searching for edible 

food. The end of the world already took those originally innocent, lively, carefree, and anxiety free 

children and tempered them into early maturity. They all started to struggle for survival. 

The zombies surrounding Always Bright village had already all been cleared out by Big Brother Tiger. 

Because of this the villagers were able to seek food outside the village. 

“Here are two steamed buns. You and your wife accompany me for one day. These two steamed buns 

are yours.” 

Passing a corner, there came a wretched voice. 

Yue Zhong’s eyebrows wrinkled. 

Looking inside a brick building, a short and small gunman with an 81 rifle held two large white steamed 

buns and smiled lewdly at two women. 

The older woman’s age was over 30. She had a full figure, beautiful appearance, and was wearing a 

white blouse with jeans looking extremely classy. The younger girl looked only 11 or 12. Her large eyes 

looks at the gunman brimming with dread. At the same time her eyes frequently glanced at the two 

large steamed buns. She was already hungry for several days, really wanting to eat one. In the past her 

she didn’t even look at steamed buns. 

That well mannered beautiful young woman, with silver teeth hiding fangs implored: “Older brother Xu! 

I’ll accompany you! I beg you release Shanshan! She’s still young!” 

[TL: They used a phrase “銀牙暗咬” here, and I can’t find what it means. It literally means silver teeth 

hide bite. I think it might mean that the young woman although appearing innocent could hide sly 

actions. Any help would be much appreciated.] 

Gunman Xu’s face sank, his face voice cold without compare: “Li Xuan, You don’t need to give me face. 

I’m shameless! This guy fancies your mother and daughter pair. It’s your good fortune. Don’t refuse a 

toast only to be forced to drink. Piss off daddy, and daddy will give you two shots. He’ll throw you in the 

ditch. In this world, if you two die, no one will stick out their neck to save you. 

[TL: Laozi “老子” means father/dad, but he is using it to mean “I’m the man”. He is not actually their 

father] 

Seeing Gunman Xu’s ugly evil face, Li Xuan’s heart became hopeless. After her man left the village to find 

food, he never returned. Without a man’s protection, this Xu Wei who always peeped at her body took 

advantage. 

A crafty light flashed in Xu Wei’s eyes, the tone changed: “Li Xuan, if your mother and daughter pair 

follow me, I guarantee you two won’t go hungry so long as I have a bite to eat.” 



Xue Wei used the carrot and the stick. Li Xuan didn’t have a plan. If it was before the end of the world, 

she could put this man in his place with just a phone call never to recieve a second glance from him. But 

now, she was without a man and had no choice. 

A strange light flashed in Li Xuan’s eyes. She hugged her daughter with her thoughts in a whirl. There 

were no laws in Always Bright Village. Xu Wei could kill them as he pleased, and no one would stick out 

their neck to help. For she herself to follow Xu Wei wasn’t a problem, but Li Xuan didn’t want to throw 

her own daughter into the fire pit. 

Xu Wei looked at Li Xuan and her cherished daughter Zou Shanshan with greedy eyes. He continued to 

threaten: “My patience has limits!” 

Between words, Xu Wei loosened up the 81 type rifle on his back, and placed it beside is food. It both 

relaxed and threatened Li Xuan. 

Seeing Xu Wei like this, Li Xuan was even more afraid. Her silver teeth with fangs delicate body 

shuddered, not knowing what to do. 

“Wait a moment!” At this time there was a voice outside the door. Yue Zhong strode inside. 

Xu Wei’s face changed seeing Yue Zhong walk in the door. He grabbed his 81 type rifle and nervously 

stared at Yue Zhong: “Yue Zhong, what do you want?” 

Li Xuan’s gaze fell upon Yue Zhong while holding onto Zou Shanshan. 

Yue Zhong’s manner was cold. Staring at Xu Wei, he asked in verbatim: “What do YOU want?” 

Xu Wei became afraid due to Yue Zhong’s manner, and he retreated two steps. Steeling his nerves he 

spoke bold and confident with justice on his side: “I’m just doing a business transaction with them. Two 

steamed buns to prostitute them out for one day. This is free trade with them. Go tell big brother Tiger, 

I’m not afraid.” 

[TN: Hmm… looks like someone no longer has the cojones to call himself daddy.] 

Standing by Yue Zhong’s side, Lu Wen couldn’t help but curse: “Shameless!!” 

The other girls all couldn’t believe that Xu Wei dared openly say these words. 

Chi Yang looked at Yue Zhong’s eyes at this time. A murderous look flashed by. 

Yue Zhong shook his head towards Chi yang. Now is not the time to turn on Tiger. If something happens, 

both sides will be in a life or death situation. 

Yue Zhong pulled out two compressed biscuits from his pockets. He indifferently said to Li Xuan: “Here 

are two compressed biscuits. I’m using this to buy you two! After following me, you all only need to do 

the work given to you, and you won’t starve. If you wish take it. If you don’t it’s cool.” 

 

  

Chapter 68: Granting Gruel 



Li Xuan rushed forward and grabbed the two biscuits in Yue Zhong’s hands making her and her daughter 

be sold to Yue Zhong: “I’m willing! I’m willing!” 

Li Xuan was an extremely capable, experienced rich successful business woman before Z-age. She saw 

that behind Yue Zhong there were several young and beautiful girls. They also didn’t have the 

appearance of bitterness. She knew Yue Zhong at least still maintained a shred of humanity during Z-

age. 

[TL: They keep referring to “末世” which translates to end of the world. But really it’s referring to 

present day after zombies came. I’m just going to start referencing it as Z-age for the age of zombies.] 

Seeing the prized meat almost in his hand wanting to fly away, Xu Wei’s eyes flashed enmity. Seeing the 

eyes of White Bones standing at Yue Zhong’s side, he put down his fierce words. Then he gloomily 

walked away: “Yue Zhong your ruthlessness, I’ll remember!” 

As soon as Xu Wei walked away, Zuo Shanshan ate her compressed bisuit in small bites. She knew at her 

young age how hard food was to attain. Although she was extremely hungry, she didn’t eat all of the 

compressed biscuit at once. 

Zou Shanshan placed her hand underneath the compressed biscuit. She ate and carefully licked the 

crumbs that fell on her hand. It was cute and pitiful at the same time. 

In the village, there were some people who didn’t leave. Several small children watched Zou Shanshan 

eat the compressed biscuit. Their eyes all exposed a sight of matchless envy. 

Yue Zhong walked nearby to a room similar to a big storehouse. The sounds of women moaning and 

crying, men laughing and scolding all emitted from within the storehouse. 

Hearing that sound, Guo Yu, and Wang Lan both exposed a dreadful appearance. 

Da Gouzi took a look at the Henhouse and licked his lips. He said to Yue Zhong; “That’s the Henhouse! So 

long as you work for big brother Tiger, you can do as you please with the women there.” 

Yue Zhong directly turned towards another place. His power had limits. Protecting his own people was 

already extremely strenuous. He didn’t know what took place in there. Otherwise, he worried he 

couldn’t stand it, and he would become impulsive. 

Yue Zhong walked to the tail of the village. On that side he saw a small brook that was a tributary of the 

Lei River. He walked over: “Da Gouzi! Isn’t that a river? Why don’t you go over there and catch some fish 

to eat?” 

The brook has fish and shrimp, the villagers only need to use their brains. Catching some food to eat 

shouldn’t be a problem. Why does everyone look famished, are they not hungry? 

Da Gouzi laughed: “Big brother Yue, people have thought of this. But the river spawned dozens of 

pythons after the zombies appear. If anyone goes near that river, the pythons will jump on the shore 

and eat them. Already dozens of people have died in the mouths of pythons. Up until now, unless they 

don’t want to live, who dares go near that river? Big brother Tiger also wanted to kill those pythons in 

the past. After four people died, they gave up on siegeing the dozens of pythons. 

Yue Zhong asked: “When you collect water how do you do it?” 



Da Gouzi explained: “The sides of the river also have several places where water appears. We get water 

to use from those shallow areas. Those shallow areas also have some small fish and shrimp, but no one 

dares fish. Every time they quickly grab some water and flee, not daring to linger.” 

Yue Zhong looked over at the river and thought a moment, then he turned and went into the village. His 

current goal was to get his hands on the weapons and ammunition in the armory, then take Zhang Li and 

these women to the Long Hai City group. Then return home to find his family. He didn’t want additional 

problems. 

“Zhang Li, you take some people and boil a large pot of gruel. Remember to add a little extra water.” 

Yue Zhong said to Zhang Li after returning to the side of the Dong Feng truck. 

Finished speaking, Yue Zhong said over to Da Gouzi: “Da Gouzi, go tell the children under sixteen years 

old they can come over here to eat one bowl of watered down gruel each meal. You and your wife can 

also come eat a bowl. Remember to remind them to bring their own bowls.” 

Da Gouzi heard the words, looking stupefied, then his became covered with a happy expression towards 

Yue Zhong. Unceasingly expressing thanks: “Thank you! Big brother Yue!! Thank you! I’ll bring the 

people of the village to thank you. You really are a good man.” 

Finished speaking, Da Gouzi rushed into the village. 

The majority of the team members didn’t have an opinion about Yue Zhong’s decision. Along the way 

they saw the children of the village were extremely poor. They were like war refugees that fled to 

another country. 

Like a gust of wind, quickly the children of the village all caught the news and came, and they crowded 

the area. 

Chi Yang looked at those children coldly: “Line up! If you don’t line up, or If you jump the line then you 

can’t receive gruel! Everyone can only have one bowl, no seconds. If you are discovered getting seconds, 

then you can’t come next time.” 

Hearing Chi Yang’s words, the children quickly lined up neat and orderly. No one dared jump the line. 

Everyone carefully drank after receiving a bowl of gruel. The cruel world made them start to treasure 

every grain of food. 

“Mama, drink!” A boy around 13 years old ran over to his famished mother after having two drinks. He 

gave her his leftovers. 

“Xiao Lei also drink!” her eyes became red, and she hugged her thoughtful son. She carefully drank with 

tears pouring forth. 

This rich sight plucked at the onlookers heartstrings. 

Chen Si lead several gunmen eating steamed buns. Looking at this sight he sneered: “How foolish! That 

much rice is enough to spend on several good looking women. He actually used it for those little 

demons. How foolish!” 

The gunmen at Chen Si’s side immediately buttered him up: “It really is! Yue Zhong has a lot of skill, but 

his mental ability is severely lacking compared to big brother Chen.” 



Chen Si let out a big laugh: “HA HA!” 

A gunman by Chen Si’s side looked Chen Si in the eyes with a flash of disdain. The he gave Yue Zhong a 

complicated look. 

Chen Si saw that gunman’s expression. His face sunk, and he coldy said: “Xiao Ming, do you dislike my 

words?” 

Xiao Ming was young, and he had not lost his blood. He still had traces of a conscious, and he couldn’t 

help but say: “Big brother Si, Yue Zhong is doing a good thing. This type of thing, although you wouldn’t 

do it, don’t ridicule the people who do.” 

Chen Si’s face grew dark. He cynically said: “Xiao Ming, I never thought you were such a noble man! 

Since you’re so noble, how about you give them your food? You’re so noble. Why do you hang around 

us and play with women?” 

A gunman said: “He’s a hypocrite!” 

“Exactly! Exactly, he is a hypocrite. He’s pretending to have a big wolf tail!” 

The rest of the gunmen caused a commotion one by one, isolating Xiao Ming. They already had a 

displeasing eye towards this unsuited partner. 

 

  

Chapter 69: Xiao Ming 

His face turning red, tightly squeezing his fists, and gritting his teeth, Xiao Ming silently endured his 

comrade’s isolation and abuse. He entered Tiger’s influence without any goals other than to eat and not 

die. His conscious wasn’t destroyed. As far as the Henhouse, he also went with the other men to be with 

the women. One aspect was his physical needs, and the other aspect was he didn’t want to be excluded 

by his comrades. 

Li Si saw the group. He went forward and clapped Xiao Ming on the shoulder: “Everyone need not 

gather together and cause a commotion! We’re all brothers. Little Xiao merely had a head fever. Little 

Xiao, come apologize to everyone. This matter will be solved. After apologizing, everyone is still good 

brothers.” 

Everyone else shut up when Li Si spoke. 

Xiao Ming fought the humiliation with great difficulty. With a red face he said “Sorry, big brother Si! I 

was wrong!” 

Xiao Yue wanted to get along with this small group. He couldn’t oppose Li Si, otherwise he feared he 

wouldn’t live long. 

“Ha ha! No problem! Everyone is still good brothers!” Li Si clapped Xiao Mings shoulder laughing loudly. 

In his head, he executed Xiao Ming’s death sentence, preparing to find an opportunity to secretly kill 



Xiao Ming. Going out on missions to find supplies is extremely dangerous. People die every time while 

on supply runs. Acting as team lead, if Li Si wanted to kill a person, it wasn’t complicated. 

Guo Yu walked to Yue Zhong’s side. She hesitated asking in a low whisper: “Boss, just now you made Chi 

Yang drive away the children. And why are you giving them gruel?” 

Everyone around Yue Zhong raised their ears. They already experienced the importance of food. They 

never thought the seemingly grim Yue Zhong would unexpectedly give these small children food. 

Yue Zhong dully said.; “I drove them away because I don’t like to be threatened. As for why I gave them 

gruel? I wanted to feed them, that simple.” 

Understanding Yue Zhong’s words, Guo Yu seemed to have a pensive appearance. 

Ji Qingwu walked to Yue Zhong’s side. She said to Yue Zhong: “Yue Zhong, our food isn’t abundant. Let 

me go search for supplies!” 

Looking at Ji Qingwu’s pair of big clear eyes, Yue Zhong was silent for a moment: “You, Lu, Wen, Chen 

Yue, and I will go together. Chi Yang, You and Wang Shuang guard here.” 

Yue Zhong originally wanted to go with Chi Yang to fight. The more they fought, the more they could 

evolve and become strong. But Ji Qingwu is already level 8, only short 2 levels from becoming level 10. 

Her strength could change by leaps and bounds. 

A person’s strength before and after reaching lvl 10 is completely different. After reaching level 10, you 

can use a skill point on previously learned skills. After Yue Zhong strengthened Whine bones, the original 

white bones who couldn’t stop rifle bullets now could. At the same time a huge change occurred in the 

battle strength of White Bones. If he didn’t reach level ten, the bones of Whine Bones would shatter 

from a rifle bullet. 

Ji Qingwu didn’t have any objections after hearing Yue Zhong’s plan. She had an urgent feeling to 

increase strength. When she and Yue zhong just met, Yue Zhong’s combat ability was below her if you 

didn’t include White Bones. However, Yue Zhong fought with his life on the line several times, and his 

strength greatly exceeded hers. Her heart had slightly mixed feelings. 

Chi Yang also nodded his head. 

Yue Zhong looked to Da Gouzi and said: “Da Gouzi, You’re familiar with this area. Come with us! You will 

get a share of the supplies.” 

Da Gouzi excitedly said: “Okay! Big brother Yue!” 

Yue Zhong carried the type 79 sub-machine gun on his back with the stinger II on his waist and three 

imitation Tang swords. White Bones followed at his side. He looked like a person with tyrannical power. 

Although there was layer upon layer of danger outside, Da Gouzi was extremely willing to give it a shot 

by going with a strong person like this. 

Arrangements set, he made people inform Tiger. Yue Zhong lead his people to drive outside. 

With the big truck under Da Gouzi’s guidance, they entered a remote path. The vehicle didn’t go far 

before a beautiful house appeared. 



Da Gouzi introduced the surrounding area to Yue Zhong: “This is Mashan Village. The area surrounding it 

has already been cleared out by Tiger and his men. The only place remaining is this Mashan Village. It is 

said Mashan Village has mutated zombies. Their speed is several times faster than ordinary zombies. 

Tiger sent several of his men here, but they met trouble. They haven’t brought anyone back to this 

place.” 

Yue Zhong looked at the lonely quiet environment and said: “I know! Stop the truck!” 

Chen Yao immediately stopped the truck. 

Yue Zhong jumped down from the truck and took a look around. 

Da Gouzi also climbed down from the truck, confused he said: “Big brother Yue, we aren’t entering the 

village?” 

Yue Zhong said: “Entering the village is trouble!” 

On this small road, the Dong Feng truck’s movement is limited. If we come across Hunter type zombies 

and other strong monsters, staying on the truck with restricted movement is looking for death. 

Ji Qingwu also jumped down from the truck holding her Tang sword, and searched the surrounding area 

with extreme alertness. 

Chen Yao jumped down from the truck and joined Ji Qingwu’s side. 

Yue Zhong took the lead and walked towards Mashan Village. 

Yue Zhong’s party just approached the entrance of Mashan Village. From the corner, an S1 variant 

rushed like lightning towards Yue Zhong. 

“Carefull! Big brother Yue!!” Seeing the S1 zombie suddenly jump out, Da Gouzi’s heart filled with terror, 

and he loudly shouted. The S1 zombie’s speed was faster than he could perceive. If he changed places 

with Yue, he absolutely could not escape the S1’s claws. 

As soon as the S1 reached Yue Zhong’s side, he casually slashed. A clear sword slashed through the S1’s 

body. Soon after the S1’s head split into two halves from the slash while it was still in mid-air. Dirty 

blood splashed everywhere, and the rotting intestines splashed on the ground. 

“AWESOME!!!” Seeing Yue Zhong casually beheading the S1, Da Gouzi’s eyes quickly straightened. It was 

the first time he saw someone so talented. 

The fighting alerted the zombies in the village. A trail of zombies swayed forth from the village, 

becoming a small scale zombie group, advancing towards Yue Zhong’s group. 

In that group of zombies nearing almost 100, there were also two S1 types and three L1 types. 

“Big brother Yue, brother Yue! We should flee!!” That group of 100 zombies was already extremely 

spectacular in the eyes of a normal person. Da Gouzi saw the zombie group reached more than a 

hundred. His legs became weak with fear, and he implored to Yue Zhong. 

In Da Gouzi’s opinion, Yue Zhong skill wasn’t enough to handle more than 100 zombies. 



Yue Zhong didn’t pay attention to Da Gouzi and looked at the zombie group. He said to Chen Yao: “Chen 

Yao! Get rid of that L1!” 

 

  

Chapter 70: Variant Beast 

Chen Yao’s magic power is enormous, but the number of times she could use magic was limited. 

Because of this they had no other choice but to make her kill high level monsters to level up. It was a 

waste if they made her use magic to explode ordinary zombies. 

Chen Yao started her skill. Her mouth started to chant a mysterious curse. Magic appeared out of thin 

air at her fingertips, and the magic gathered into a fiery circle. 

In order for Chen Yao to use a spell, she needed a large amount of time. Taking advantage of this 

opportunity, two S1 types already rushed before Yue Zhong. 

Just then, Ji Qingwu started her speed skill, becoming like a monster rushing in front of the S1. With a 

mysterious chopping arc she decapitated the upper part of the S1’s skull sending it flying. 

The other S1 took the opportunity and flew towards Ji Qingwu, clawing at her. 

Just before the S1 was on the verge of clawing Ji Qingwu, Yue Zhong stepped forward, blocking Ji 

Qingwu’s side. A sword chopped the S1 in two, scattering filthy blood. 

After Yue Zhong equipped the 3rd Degree Protective Garment, his strength enormously improved. He 

didn’t even need to use any skills. His agility also could already match an S1. 

In addition, Yue Zhong’s Special Skeleton White Bones was like a tank charging into the crowd of over 

100 zombies, waiving his axe, and recklessly killing zombie after zombie. Those zombies that approached 

White Bone’s whirlwind axe were chopped into pieces, limbs scattered on the ground. 

Chen Yao also finished up her spell, a small fireball flew from her fingertips onto the head of a L1 type in 

the crowd of zombies, booming. The L1’s head immediately exploded. 

A large ball of light entered into Chen Yue’s Body. Her pale face immediately filled with a pleasantly 

surprising color. She unexpectedly increased three levels, advancing to level 5. 

The more powerful the monster’s body, the more greater the experience. Ordinary zombies contain less 

experience. Hunting higher level zombies is the fastest leveling method. 

Ji Qingwu also increased to level 9 after killing the S1 type zombie. Her figure flashed, dashing into the 

zombie crowd, taking advantage of White Bones attracting the majority of zombie attacks. She waved 

the tang sword, each cut beheading a zombie in the in the group, like a Valkyrie of slaughter. The two L1 

types in the group of zombies were also beheaded by Ji Qingwu. 

Before Z-age, Ji Qingwu was a fencing expert. After Z-age started, her skill grew even stronger. In the 

past when she faced an L1 she had trouble because she didn’t have a strong weapon. After getting the 

Imitation Tang Sword, the clumsy moving L1 was no match for her. 



Yue Zhong also strolled at Ji Qingwu’s side, occasionally beheading ordinary zombies. At this point, 

killing ordinary zombies did almost nothing to Yue Zhong’s level. At his level, he needed to kill hundreds 

of ordinary zombies to level up once. 

“Awesome! Extremely Awesome, they unexpectedly have this kind of skill. It’s really too extreme! No 

wonder tiger was impressed with them.” Da Gouzi looked at Yue Zhong, White Bones, and Ji Qingwu. 

They sliced zombies like people cutting into melons. His eyes couldn’t believe it. 

Tiger’s group didn’t dare disturb the zombies at Moshan Village. Unexpectedly Yue Zhong’s three 

members took care of it. This made Da Gouzi have a new awareness of Yue Zhong and his group’s 

strength. 

Seeing the zombies be slaughtered by the three people, suddenly, from inside a house, a figure just like 

a cheetah came towards Ji Qingwu. 

At that time Ji Qingwu was caught up in killing zombies, inside the zombie crowd, with absolutely no 

way to avoid the figure that was faster than an S1. 

Standing at Ji Qingwu’s side, Yue Zhong sent a zombie that was standing beside Ji Qingwu flying with a 

kick. Then he slashed at the zombie that went towards her. 

Just as Yue Zhong was about to cut into that zombie, a claw got in the way of Yue Zhong’s sword, then 

used the strength of the blow to leap up high, jumping on the roof of a house. 

Yue Zhong looked, occupying the top of the roof was a figure with the body length of a tiger. But the 

monster had a body appearance and mannerism of an ordinary house cat. 

“Level 15 monster cat variant! After the cat was infected with the virus, the monster’s internal genetic 

variation took shape. It has a formidable evolution potential. It moves extremely agile!” 

Ji Qingwu retreated several steps, escaping the center of the zombies. She coldly stared at the cat 

variant on the roof. 

Ordinary zombies carried little threat to current Ji Qingwu. But it would be extremely unfavorable to do 

battle with the cat variant and pay attention to zombies. One careless mistake, her skin would be broken 

into, she could get infected becoming a zombie. 

White bones waved his axe killing and injuring the remaining zombies, one by one they were all 

beheaded by him. 

The cat variant on top of the house coldly looked upon Yue Zhong and Ji Qingwu, like prey that shouldn’t 

be trifled with. Jumping several times, it dissapeared from the top of the roof. 

Yue Zhong and Ji Qingwu didn’t have time to relax their breath. Outside the village came a sudden 

vibrating sound of iron hooves stomping the ground. 

Two bulls a size bigger than ordinary, with both long and sharp horns, and blood red eyes rushed 

towards Yue Zong. 

“Level 17 monster bull variant. No special skills.” 



“Chen Yao and Da Gouzi, quickly hide!” Yue Zhong’s voice exploded. Get the type 79 sub-machine guns 

and spread fire at those two level 17 bulls variants from far way.” 

Although Yue Zhong’s shooting skills weren’t superb, those two bulls bodies were extremely enormous. 

Bullets fired upon the variants, making several bloody holes. 

The bull variant’s pain nerves weren’t like zombies without pain. These two variants were enraged by 

Yue Zhong’s fire. They abandoned Chen Yao and Da Gouzi, the two weak targets, charging with madness 

towards Yue Zhong. Their speed could be compared to the fastest horses. 

Yue Zhong looked towards those two rushing bull variants, a cold light flashed in his eyes. Before those 

two bulls appeared before his body, he activated the shadow step skill. His agility soared to a terrifying 

level. 

The two extremely fast bull variant’s speed drastically slowed down in Yue Zhong’s eyes. He grabbed the 

Stinger 2 and stepped to the side of a bull variant. Pointing at their heads, he pulled the trigger. 

Following two huge sounds, the two bull variant’s heads both exploded with fist sized bloody holes. The 

two bulls inertial strength ruthlessly crashed them into two brick houses breaking inside, finally dying. 

The Stinger 2 bullets were special. After reaching their target, not only did they pierce into the target, 

but at the same time they explode out with extremely terrifying power. 

 


